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“

I would definitely
say that it is easy to
use, engaging and
provides challenge
for learners

”

Tell us a bit about your School
and Class

What would you say to other
schools?

Garden International School (GIS) Rayong is
located on the Eastern Seaboard of Thailand and
teaches around 400 students across both primary
and secondary. The school is a British curriculum
school where students complete the IGCSE exams
and then move on to complete the IB Diploma
programme.

It saves time marking assessments or homework!
You can provide personalized feedback to students
to support their learning and progress, and the
curriculum filters make it easier to identify the
appropriate tasks and questions that can be used for
classes you are teaching. I would definitely say that
it is easy to use, engaging and provides challenge
for learners.

How long have you been using
MyiMaths?
The school has been using MyiMaths for about 8
years now and there have been significant changes
to MyiMaths in terms of including curriculum
such as the IB courses. Newer topics have been
added to match and align MyiMaths to the types
of international curriculums that schools offer.
The range of maths skills caters for students from
primary to secondary and this definitely displays the
range of tasks, lessons, games, online worksheets
and games that students can enjoy throughout their
learning in maths.

How do you use MyiMaths?
We use MyiMaths for illustrations during lessons,
student guidance for independent learning,
homework and now with the inclusion of video
tutorials, this has greatly boosted the impact
MyiMaths has towards students wanting to hone
their skills in specific areas of the subject.

Have you noticed a difference
in your students’ enjoyment
of studying maths since using
MyiMaths?
All students at GIS enjoy MyiMaths and are always
eager to be assigned in-class tasks or homework
tasks on MyiMaths.

Would you recommend
MyiMaths to other teachers?
Yes – I highly recommend MyiMaths to all maths
teachers. It contains a range of maths problems and
lessons that are engaging, fun and easy to access.
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